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ABSTRACT 
By using a series of inequalities for singular values of matrix products, we obtain 
perturbation theorems for invariant subspaces of Hermitian matrices, which are 
sharper than the second Davis-Kahan sin O theorem. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Assessing the accuracy of an approximate invariant subspace in terms of a 
residual is an important problem in matrix computations. For Hermitian 
matrices the existence of a perturbed invariant subspace is often obvious. 
Thus we may assume the existence of the perturbed invariant subspace and 
proceed directly to bounds on the canonical angles between the original 
subspaces and its perturbation. This general approach is due to Davis and 
Kahan [2]. The following theorem due to Davis and Kahan is called the 
second sin 19 theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let A ~ C" ×" and M ~ C k × k be Hermitian, and A have 
the spectral resolution 
x]" 
] A( Xl, X 2) = diag( L1, L 2), 
X2// 
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where (Xl ,  X 2) is unitary with X 1 ~ C n×k. Here u takes the conjugate 
transpose. Let Z ~ C "x k have orthonormal columns, and let R = AZ - ZM. 
For some 8 > 0 suppose that 
x(M)  _ [~,  ~] ,  
a(L~) _ ( -~ ,  ~ - a] tO [ ¢ + 8, +~)  
(or vice versa). Then for any unitarily invariant norm 
IIIRIII III sin O[ R ( X t), R (Z)  ] III ~ 
where A(M) denotes the set of all eigenvalues of M, R(X 1) denotes the 
column space of X~, and III • III denotes any unitarily invariant norm. 
It is well known that III x~z III = IIIsin O[R(&) ,  n(z)] l l l  (see [2, 51). As 
the singular values of XgZ are the sines of the individual canonical angles 
between R(X l) and R(Z), it is important o give tight upper bounds for sums 
of some of these singular values. 
I f  we know more information about the spectra of L 2 and M, we can 
obtain sharper esults than those in Theorem 1. 
2. DEF IN IT IONS AND LEMMAS 
First, we give two definitions: 
DEFINITION 1. Let M ~ C kxk and L 2 ~ C (" k)x(n-k) be Hermitian. 
Let the eigenvalues of M and L 2 be kl, A 2 . . . . .  A k and /x l , /x2 , . . . , / x  n k. 
For  some 8> 0, suppose that a 1 4 a 2 ~ "-- ~< Ak, /x i~  ( -~,A  1 -  8 ]tO 
[ a k + 8 ,+~) , i  = 1,2 . . . . .  n -k  (or vice versa) and 
A k + A~ 
A' i = A~ 2 i = 1,2 . . . . .  k, 
A k + A 1 , t  i=1 ,2  n-k ,  ~ = t-*~ - - ,  . . . . .  
2 
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so IA'il ~< (A k - A1)/2,  I~ l  > (Ak - A i ) /2 .  We may assume without loss of 
general i ty that 
IX l l /> I,V~I t> . "  >t Ih'kl and ]/x'll ~< r~2] ~< "'" ~< [/x',,-k]. 
Then  d i are absolute separations of the spectra of M and L 2, if 
d, = I t z ' , [ -  IX, I, i = 1,2  . . . . .  l ,  
where l = rain(k, n - k). 
DEFINITION 2. Let M ~ C kxk and L 2 E C (n-k)x(" -k)  be Hermit ian.  
Let the eigenvalues of M and L 2 be 
A l >IA 2 >/ "-  >/ A k and /z~ ~<p~2 ~< "'" ~</x,,-k. 
For  some 6 > 0, suppose that /x i E [ h 1 + 6, + oo) (or vice versa). Then  D i 
are general separations of the spectra of M and L 2 if 
D i = I/z i - hi], i = 1 ,2  . . . . .  I. 
F rom the two definit ions we know 
6 ~< dl <~ d2 << " ... <<. dl ,  
6 <,. D l  <,. D2 <., "" <~ D~. 
To establish the main results in this paper, we need the following lemmas. 
LEMMn 1 (Fan).  Let  A ~ C nx~ and B ~ C ~×~ have singular values 
~r 1 >1 ~r 2 >>.... >1 or, and z I >i T 2 ~ " ' "  ~ T n. In order fo r  
I[I A III ~< 111 n III 
fo r  every unitar i ly invariant norm it is necessary and suff icient that 
IIAIl~k) ~ Ilnll(k), k = 1 ,2  . . . . .  n,  
where IIAll(k~ = ~r~ + 0" 2 + -.. +o"  k. 
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The proof can be found in [3, 5]. 
LEMMA 2 (Horn). Let  A ~ C "x" and B ~ C "x" have singular values 
¢r 1 >1 cr 2 >t "" >>. ~, and r 1 >>- r 2 > ... >t r,,. Then 
k 
l] ABiI(k~ ~< E or, r,, k= l ,2  . . . . .  n. (1) 
i=1  
This result is due to Horn [4]. 
By using the Birkhoff theorem in [1], Yu proved the following lemma in 
[6]. 
LEMMA 3 (Yu). Let  A ~ C '~x" and B ~ C nx'~ have singular values 
~1 >>" or2 >1 "'" >1 ~ and r 1 >>- r 2 >1 ... >~ r~. Then 
k 
~,,_~+xr, ~ IIABLI~k}, k = 1,2  . . . . .  n.  (2 )  
i=1  
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 can be easily extended to the case that A and B 
are not square matrices. So we have 
LEMMA 4. Let A ~ Cmx" and B ~ C nxl (without loss of generality we 
assume m >>. n >11) have singular values cr I >~ cr 2 >t "" >i cr n and 71 >t 72 
>i "" >1 r z. Then 
k k 
E Orn-i+lTi ~'~ IIABII(k~ ~ ~ ¢r~ri, k = 1,2 . . . . .  I. (3) 
i= i  i=1  
3. PERTURBATION THEOREMS 
In this paper, we will establish the following two theorems: 
THEOREM 2. Let  n X n Hermit ian matrix A have the spectral resolution 
(X~)  A(X I 'X2)  = d i a g ( L l ' L 2 ) X ~  
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where (X~, X 2) is unitary with X 1 E~- C n × k Let Z ~ C ~ × k have orthonormal 
columns, and for any Hermitian matrix M of order k, let R = AZ - ZM. For 
some 8 > 0 suppose that 
~(:~) _ [~, ~], 
x(L~) _(  _o~, ~ _ s] u [ ,B + s, +~) 
(or vice versa). Let d i be absolute separations of the spectra of M and L2, 
and let the singular values of X~Z be ~r 1 ~ ¢r 2 >~ "" >~ o), where l=  
min(k,  n - k ). Then 
d, ~ ~ 11 nil<,,,>, m = 1, 2 . . . . .  l. (4)  
i=1  
Proof. Let  Ai, /~, A'i, and /z' i be as in Def in i t ion 1. The substitut ions 
A k + A~ A k + A 1 
A*- -A  - - I ,  M~---M - - I  
2 2 
leave the theorem unchanged,  so we may assume without loss of  general i ty  
that the eigenvalues of  M and L 2 are X 1, A' 2 . . . . .  A'~ and /~'1,/x'2 . . . . .  /z'n-k 
with 
IA'll >t IA~I /> ... >/I,Vkl and I/z'~l ~< I~z'2l ~< .-- ~< I~'._~l,  
so d~ = [/-t',l - I A'~ I, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  l. Then  
Ilall<m)/> IIX~nll<.~> 
= II z=(x~'z)  - (X;Z)MII,m, 
>~ II L2(X~'Z) I1,o,, - I I (xCz)M II<m) 
From (3) we have 
i=1  
II(X~'Z)MII<m' --< X: r~;J~, 
i=1  
Hence,  (4) holds. This completes  the proof.  • 
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THEOREM 3. In the notation of Theorem 2, suppose that 
A(M) c [3], 
A( L 2) c_ [[3+ 8, +~) 
(or vice versa). Let D i be general separations of the spectra of M and L 2. 
Then 
D,~ri < Ilall(m), m = 1,2  . . . . .  l .  (5 )  
i=1  
Proof. Let )ti, P~i be as in Definition 2. By translating the spectra of A 
and M, we may assume without loss of generality that A k > 0. Now the proof 
is similar to that of Theorem 2. • 
From Theorem 2 and d i >~ 6 we have 
~llx~zll(m) < Ilall(m), m = 1,2 . . . . .  1. (6) 
Now the result in Theorem 1 follows on applying Lemma 1 to (6). Obviously, 
Theorem 2 is sharper than Theorem 1. 
Sometimes, if d 1 is very small, Ill R 111/8 may be large, and from 
Theorem 1 we can't bound the ILl x~z [11 well. But if d 2 is not small and 
III RIII/dz is small, from Theorem 2 we know I[Idiag(0, or 2 . . . . .  o'z)[ll ~< 
III a III/d2 is small. 
Finally, in the same way as in [2], we can easily extend Theorem 2 and 
Theorem 3 to the case that the columns of the matrix Z may not be 
orthonormal. 
The author thanks his advisor, Professor Jiang Erxiong, for his careful 
reading of this paper and helpful comments. 
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